
FILM SCREENINGS AT THE PARK TAVERN, MACCLESFIELD

www.picturesinthepark.net

WE SHOW FREE FILMS IN OUR BOUTIQUE 
CINEMA UPSTAIRS TWICE A WEEK; 

JUST ASK FOR YOUR TICKET AT THE BAR!

Cinevangelist Drama Thriller
Sun 31st Mar

M A R C H  2 0 2 4  L I S T I N G S



Saturday 16th March

WITCHFINDER GENERAL   8pm

Horror  ·  1 hr 26 mins  ·  UK  ·  1968

SWITCHBLADE ROMANCE 10pm
Horror  ·  1 hr 31 mins  ·  France  ·  2003

WHAT DO WE SHOW?

Broaden your cultural palette with a smorgasbord of some of the most 
beautiful, thought-provoking, controversial and award-winning films 
from around the world. Our Thursday-night programme ranges from 
notable recent releases to hidden gems to classics by some of the 

biggest names in foreign cinema, plus a smattering of independent films.

Special selections are put on to celebrate events like Black History Month and LGBT+ History Month.

THURSDAYS:
INDEPENDENT & WORLD CINEMA
Programmed by: Paul

Remember the fun of watching a film without any idea where it was 
going? Cinevangelist screens underappreciated gems: both indie 
and mainstream movies that didn’t get much publicity, got buried 
by bigger releases or were horribly mismarketed. Basically, amazing 

films (that you’ve probably never heard of) that deserve a wider audience... and the titles 
stay secret so you get to enjoy all the jokes, surprises and twists completely unspoiled!

See what we’ve shown previously at www.entropyevents.com/cinema/archive

ALTERNATE SUNDAYS:  
CINEVANGELIST
Programmed by: Jude

ALTERNATE SUNDAYS: 
BIG TED’S VIDEO VAULT

Gregg takes you on a tour through some of his favourites with an 
eclectic selection of lo-fi cinema, including some forgotten classics, 

cult films and some older world cinema.

So, who was Big Ted? That’s him on the right!

Programmed by: Gregg



THURSDAYS 8pm
The finest independent & world cinema

THE SPECIALS
7th March

Comedy Drama  ·  1 hr 54 mins  ·  France  ·  2019

The caring heads of a pair of nonprofit organisations train young people 
from underprivileged areas to be caregivers for autistic youngsters, 
including extreme cases that other institutions have refused. After two 
decades, financial challenges and investigations threaten their work.

BELLE: THE DRAGON AND 
THE FRECKLED PRINCESS 
21st March

Animated Adventure Drama  ·  2 hrs 1 min  ·  Japan  ·  2021

In a massive virtual world in the future, few realise that the glamorous 
singer Belle, one of the biggest global superstars, is actually a shy high-
school student living in a remote village. When one of her concerts suffers 
a monstrous interruption, it draws her into an epic and emotional quest.

ARGENTINA, 1985
14th March

Historical Drama  ·  2 hrs 20 mins  ·  Argentina / USA / UK  ·  2022

This Oscar-nominated film tells the true tale of a pair of lawyers and 
their young team who prosecute Argentina’s brutal military dictatorship. 
They find themselves becoming unlikely heroes as they fight impossible 
odds in a race against time to bring justice to the victims of the junta.

MOONAGE DAYDREAM
28th March

Documentary  ·  2 hrs 15 mins  ·  USA  ·  2022

This vibrant cinematic odyssey chronicles the unparalleled artistic 
journey of the legendary David Bowie. Officially sanctioned by his estate, 
it draws upon previously unreleased footage from his personal archives, 
including live concert footage, to form a textured portrait of the artist.
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SUNDAYS 8pm
Alternate nights - see details on page 2

MARIE ANTOINETTE
10th March

Biographical Drama  ·  2 hrs 3 mins  ·  USA  ·  2006

Sofia Coppola’s lively account of the iconic queen, from her marriage 
to her ascension to the French throne at 19 and, ultimately, to her fall.

HOME
24th March

Drama  ·  1 hr 38 mins  ·  France  ·  2008

An isolated rural family finds their lives upended when a major highway 
built alongside their property a decade ago finally and unexpectedly opens.

[COMEDY DRAMA]
3rd March

1 hr 40 mins  ·  You may like it if you like: The Bling Ring

A young website photo editor with aspirations of becoming a 
writer decides to fake her way towards a better social media 
presence, but real-world events conspire to complicate her plan.

[ROMANTIC DRAMA]
17th March

1 hr 51 mins  ·  You may like it if you like: Meet Joe Black

A divorced, formerly alcoholic fisherman is mocked by his peers and 
struggles to provide for a daughter with failing health, until one day a 
thoroughly unexpected catch seems to finally change his fortunes.

[DRAMA THRILLER]
31st March

1 hr 53 mins  ·  You may like it if you like: Gone Girl

A young couple, who keep their involvement covert to avoid falling foul of 
non-fraternisation rules at the hedge fund where they both work, find their 
relationship under enormous strain following a development at the office.
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